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I usually start by hoping that you had a great weekend. And I do hope that is true. But how to start our 
work following a week of multiple and ongoing tragedies? So here is my opinion.  
 
I know that most of us were watching and reading about the events in Minneapolis (and across the 
country) this week. We were all affected: maybe disheartened, maybe anxious, maybe depressed, 
maybe heartbroken. The pandemic, the economic fallout of the pandemic, and now the ongoing and 
brutal effects of discrimination and its results gets to us. And yet we have to go on and do our jobs.  
 
I was talking with my son this weekend. He founded and runs a non-profit, helping former gang 
members and felons in the Boston area to cope with life and re-enter the community focused on 
participating in society, working, and avoiding recidivism. His students, his “guys” he says, are not 
particularly angry right now. They just don’t expect much to get better based on history (the recent 
week, the past months, the past one hundred years).  
 
As we were talking, I realized that not expecting better is almost worse than giving in only to anger or 
violence. They should expect better. We should all expect better. We are all affected. Not just by riots, 
arrests, and the economic fallout. It’s also the psychological damage. And the lost hope for better lives 
and a better world for all our kids, our friends and neighbors and our families. And that is another public 
health emergency and tragedy. 
 
How does this relate to us in healthcare? At VMG? It’s a matter of public health. The  
American Academy of Pediatrics, American Medical Association and American College of Physicians – 
this morning are all emphasizing that racism is a public health issue. Incidents of brutality and abuses of 
power are a public health issue. Lost hope and despair are public health issues (anybody ever thought 
something like why bother to exercise or “eat better” if….?).   
 
These are hard issues. But there are some great signs of hope even in the midst of the chaos. You might 
have seen them. There were police chiefs in several cities walking into crowds of protestors starting 
conversations, talking, and really listening. There were police officers “taking a knee” with protestors, 
marching with protestors. There were mayors inviting discussion while insisting on saving their 
communities from destruction.  
 
Owners and managers of some of our biggest corporations are speaking out, with their employees, and 
to their customers to embrace change at a basic level and work against racism. Here’s an example from 
a letter to the employees of Nordstrom: 

” This is a painful time for our country and for us. The events going on around all of us are 

heartbreaking and we want to share a few thoughts with you.  



Like so many of you, we have been deeply saddened and angered by recent events in our country. The 
senseless deaths of George Floyd, Breonna Taylor, Ahmaud Arbery and too many others reflect the 

deeply ingrained racial prejudice and injustice that still exists in our communities today.  

It is stirring many emotions, which it should. The unnecessary and unjust killing of anyone must not be 

accepted. The issue of race and the experiences of too many people of color cannot be ignored. We owe it 

to our employees, our customers and our communities to be very clear in condemning these acts of 
violence. They represent a disregard for basic human rights that has no place in our communities or 

country.” 

What to do? Read President Obama’s piece published today for a start. This is not political. It’s human 
rights, basic and necessary. And necessary for public health and child and family development.  
 
https://medium.com/@BarackObama/how-to-make-this-moment-the-turning-point-for-real-change-
9fa209806067 
 
I’m happy to talk and hear what you are thinking, if you wish.  
 
State and Regional 
 
Our state is still on track with reopening statistics. We may see some spikes in infections as we go and 
the Governor is going to pace reopening based on the key numbers (average infection rates, 
hospitalizations, etc.). Social/physical distancing, wearing masks, handwashing, etc. are the key tools we 
have now and we know that they have helped so far (but as we reopen or as we abandon these tools in 
large gatherings, we may see some spikes, as well).  
 
Locally there have been no big changes. We still see more fallout in nursing homes but the hospitals are 
doing well in keeping up with cases (and some hospital are actually seeing decreased admissions 
compared to a “normal” time). 
 
News from Gina follows: 
 

Regulatory    Mandatory Safety Standard policy available for 
review and sign off in ADP. 

Safety        Be vigilant to the need for social distancing at all 
times in all aspects of work in the health center. All 
office settings, clinical areas need to maintain 
social distancing of 6 feet or greater. 

       Waiting rooms are being changed to maximize 
social distancing. Goal to have no patient wait in 
these areas. 

Clinical   Important for all services to work closely in each 
health center to discuss patient care and those 
entering the center to maximize social distancing 
upon entering the health center.   

https://medium.com/@BarackObama/how-to-make-this-moment-the-turning-point-for-real-change-9fa209806067
https://medium.com/@BarackObama/how-to-make-this-moment-the-turning-point-for-real-change-9fa209806067


  AMC Outdoor care plan shared with team in Amherst 
as preparations begin to establish” VMG Outdoor 
Office” at AMC. 

  “VMG Outdoor Care” at GHC proceeded well last 
week; starting slow to work thru processes 
carefully. 

  ASPC preparing for opening of the unit June 15th to 
provide care for high risk patients needing 
endoscopy/colonoscopy. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
Here’s a piece of music that seems appropriate for now. Sting had been rehearsing with an incredible 
band at a property in Tuscany for a concert. They were ready to go the next day. The concert was 
scheduled for about 200 people. The date was September 11, 2001. 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ubWucJtio0M&feature=youtu.be 
 
Here we are twenty years later. I hope we can all recognize how fragile we are and bring all our will and 
purpose together… together… to find a better way to be with each other, and for each other. 
 
 
Be well, 
 
Joel  
Be patient; be mindful 
 
P.S. Last week, Friday, I said that the Big E and the Three County Fair were canceled. I mis-read the 
article in the Recorder. Actually it said that planning was continuing but that they were continuing to 
monitor the effects of the pandemic on the plans. 
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